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Congratulations on your choice to start a journaling practice 

and write your way to wholeness! 
 
Do you know that journaling is the ONE thing I prescribe for almost 
every patient and client – whether he or she is hoping to improve 
physical health or seeking to grow spiritually?  
 
Yes, JOURNALING is one of my favorite practices (for multiple 
reasons) and this starter kit is your opportunity to discover the 
benefits for yourself.  Keep reading and learn just how easy it can be 
to start journaling for your own health and wellness! 
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What are the benefits of journaling? 

 
Throughout history mankind has been inspired to record the events of 
everyday life through both pictures and words, going back for as many as 
12,000 years. This act of creating a written chronicle of life has been an 
important component of our development as a species and is still a key 
practice for those of us who wish to grow in consciousness today. 
 
Here are five benefits you can gain from regularly recording your thoughts 
and using your own writing as a foundation for your growth: 
 

1. Create discipline. Choosing a regular time for journaling helps you 
establish a routine for the day and provides a focal point for 
scheduling your activities. 

2. Ventilate your emotions. Writing about your frustrations and 
disappointments can be a very therapeutic method for releasing them 
in a safe and harmless manner. In your journal you can tell the story 
of events that upset you and write all of your negative judgments and 
blame toward others until you feel some relief from the intense 
emotions. That will free you to take a more rational look at the 
experience. 

3. Organize your thoughts. Putting your thoughts into words every 
day helps you keep your thinking organized and also can lead you to 
recognize themes that arise through your writing. For example, you 
might discover that you frequently write about anger over being 
slighted by others and can begin to pay attention to that theme 
whenever it appears in your daily life. 
Analyze your judgments.  Once you recognize themes that are 
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4. Analyze your judgments.  Once you recognize themes that are 

occurring on a regular basis you can begin to analyze your own 
thoughts and behavior and ask yourself deeper questions about your 
hidden motivations and agendas. This is an excellent means for 
delving into your own Shadow and shedding light on the parts of 
yourself that need to be healed. 

5. Find a new perspective. By ventilating all your irrational emotions, 
organizing your thoughts and analyzing your own motivations in 
your journal you will eventually come to discover a new way of 
looking at the problem or situation you are writing about. From this 
new perspective you will gain insights into yourself and other people 
and find more peacefulness in your life. 

 
Whether you write in a spiral notebook or a leather-bound volume or on 
paper napkins, the most important step is to just get started today. Write 
your life experiences, your thoughts, your emotions, your goals, your 
disappointments and sometimes just the silly nonsense that passes through 
your awareness. Be prepared for this powerful exercise to improve your 
self-awareness and expand your consciousness as you write your way to 
health and wholeness! 
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Let’s get you started with your own  

journaling practice so you can improve  
your health and wellbeing right now! 
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Guidelines for Journaling 

 
1. Remember there is no “right” way to journal – it’s most important 

for you to discover your own style and what works best for you. Be 
creative and open-minded. 
 

2. Use an inexpensive spiral notebook or composition book as your 
journal. It’s hard to scribble freely in a special or expensive book and 
you need to be free to write or draw anything. Save your beautiful 
leather-bound journal with handmade paper pages as a place to 
record your favorite poetry or quotations. 

 
3. Keep a special pen with your journal or even a set of colored pens. 

You can use a color that matches your mood or switch colors to 
highlight a portion of your journal entry. 

 
4. Choose a regular time every day for journaling and try to stick with 

it. Some people like to get up a little early and journal in the morning 
to set their intention for the day. Others like to write before bedtime 
and reflect on issues and events that arose during the day. It doesn’t 
matter when you journal, only that you do it consistently. 

 
5. Start with a 90-day journaling challenge. Commit to journaling 

once a day – even if only a few sentences – for the next 90 days. 
Once you complete the challenge, journaling will have become a 
habit and will be much easier to follow through with every day. 
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Guidelines for Journaling 

 
6. Write at least a few sentences in your journal each day, even if 

you are very short on time. The act of opening your journal, 
recording the date and scribbling a few lines will help you continue 
your practice. 

 
7. Do a 4-spectrum check-in when you journal: How am I doing right 

now in Body, Mind, Spirit and Shadow? 
 

8. Have crayons or colored pencils on hand if you enjoy drawing. 
Some days it is nice to illustrate your journal entries or use a picture 
instead of words to convey your feelings. 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
Use the prompts on the pages that follow to help you begin a daily 
practice of journaling. Each day for the next 7 days choose one 
prompt to write about – you can print these pages and use them as 
your journal if you’d like, or copy the prompts into your own 
notebook. Get started today and enjoy your journaling practice! 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
1. List 5 things you are grateful for in your life. Describe the feeling of 

gratitude and what it means to you. 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
2. Set a goal for the coming day and write about how you intend to 

meet that goal. 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
3. Record any dreams that you remember and write your analysis of the 

meaning. 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
4. Make a list of the people who have influenced you the most in your 

life and record what you have learned from them. 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
5. Draw a picture of your negative emotion: what color is it? What 

shape does it have? Where does it live in your body? 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
6. Write about the “sentinel moment” of the preceding day. In what 

moment did you stop for a second and savor life, truly appreciating 
everything? 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
7. Write about what you have learned from failure and from success in 

your life. How have those lessons been similar and how have they 
differed? 
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Journaling Prompts 

Here are some additional prompts for you to use as you continue journaling 
each day. May you find insight, inspiration, healing and joy through your 
new practice of journaling! 
 

1. Reflect on the day that has ended and write about what you have 
learned. 

 
2. Keep track of ongoing conflicts you have with other people and 

reflect on why you have issues with those people and what you might 
do to make things better. This can help you get in touch with your 
own Shadow.  

 
3. Try writing in a free-flow style and just record anything that comes 

into your mind without judging it or trying to make the words sound 
good. Some amazing insights can arise from this type of writing. 

 
4. Make a list of your grandest goals for your life. What would you do 

if money and time were no object and anything was possible? 
 

5. Use your journal as a place to ventilate your emotions. Since no one 
else will read it you can freely let out all your frustration and anger 
until you feel a release inside. After you exhaust your negative 
feelings it’s a good idea to end the entry on a calmer note and try to 
come to a positive conclusion about the situation that has been 
upsetting you. Can you find anything good to say? 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
6. Record all significant events of your life in your journal such as a 

wedding, new job, new relationship, loss of an old relationship, birth 
of a child, travel, illness, award or accomplishment. In the future you 
will appreciate being able to look back at an intimate record of these 
special times. 

 
7. Write about the people in your life who have caused you the most 

frustration. What have you learned from them? 
 

8. Attach photographs to your journal pages that represent significant 
events to provide an even more memorable record of the event. 

 
9. Use your journal as a place to track your progress when you are 

working toward a new goal, such as changing your lifestyle or 
learning a new skill. 

 
10.Write a letter to yourself in the past. Comfort your child-self or 

explain how things will get better if there is an unhappy memory that 
still haunts you. 

 
11.Write a letter to yourself in the future. Tell your future self what 

dreams you have and what you hope to accomplish or learn. 
 

12.Listen to a favorite song while you journal and write about how the 
music makes you feel. Where does it take you? Why do you love it? 
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Journaling Prompts 

 
13.Record the small details of life along with the big events. Write about 

how much you enjoyed eating a fresh peach or watching the sunset or 
going for a walk. 

 
14.Write a letter to someone who hurt you in the past. Write about your 

negative feelings but try to reach a place of peace and forgiveness 
toward that person.  

 
15.Write about your deepest fears and concerns. Look at them 

courageously and have compassion with yourself for being fearful, 
but imagine yourself being unafraid. 
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Happy Journaling! 
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Let me know how your journaling 
practice is coming along. 
I’d love to hear from you! 

 
Find out more about working 
with me on living a soulful 
 life, one moment at a time: 

 
www.karenwyattmd.com 

 
Email me: 

Karen@karenwyattmd.com 
 


